Gigabit UK: catch the deal
UK Government’s ambition for gigabit broadband everywhere, supported by a new
£5bn fund, represents an important and timely opportunity for investors, but, given
programme schedules, effective access requires immediate preparation, access to the
right tools, and use of an integrated consulting framework built on experience.
High capacity, resilient full fibre telecommunications networks and digital systems are
widely now seen as critical national infrastructure and essential enablers for modern
digital services-based economies such as the UK. Given recent events, this is true now
more than ever. As with most things in life, the devil is in the detail; investors need to
navigate through a complex mix of market assessments, public process, private strategy, technology options, and risk, all of which come together in the investment model
and diligence work.

The digital economy: more important now than
ever before

tunity, education, new international trade, and
economic growth.

There is no doubt that with the rise of the ‘commercial’ internet over the past three decades, the
economic importance of digital services at national and international scale has hit the big league.
Today, digital services, and the networks and data
infrastructures that they run on, are seen as critical
enablers for modern services-based economies
and ‘industry 4.0’ – the next industrial revolution,
enabling productivity gains, commercial oppor-

In short, everyone wants digital networks and the
prosperity that they enable.
In the UK, around 10% of national GDP is currently
driven by digital services ; similar figures are reported for the US and developed European states.
In markets with particular focus on the digital and
technology sectors (e.g. Israel, Ireland, Isle of Man,
Finland, and others), digital GDP levels are still
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higher – to 20% or more. In most cases, growth in
the digital domain outstrips that in others. The UK
ranks highly in its affinity with e- commerce, but it
needs robust infrastructure to enable this to develop to world class levels.
Full fibre: what is it, why is it needed, and how
does it work?
The international telecommunications network
dates back decades, even centuries; original build
dates back to the Victorian era. Of course, telecommunications networks have been upgraded
massively in many countries since those times,
with today’s modern systems using computerised
switches, digital lines, fibre optic trunks, and software-based systems. But much of this innovation
has taken place at the industrial centre of the
networks, the so-called network ‘cores’. In many
cases, the edges of the network – connections to
end-users’ premises – still sit on legacy copper
lines. In the UK, this is the case for some 85% of
premises (around 25m). This is down to economics
and practicality; in many cases, local copper connections are buried in old ducts and exchanges,
and the civil engineering works involved in replacing them take time and money, and rest on clear
investment cases.
In today’s world of e-commerce, internet TV,
video calling, and massive digital connectivity,
copper connections are running out of steam.
Enter fibre optics, not a new technology per se, but
new in commercial terms for local access networks.
Full fibre (or fibre to the premises or home: FTTP,
FTTH) refers to fibre optic cabling that extends
directly from end-users’ premises to regional
connection gateways or exchanges.

technologies such as XGS-PON and point to point
Ethernet over Fibre (EOF), which can offer symmetric data rates at 10Gbps (10,000Mbps) or much
higher.
Fibre optic cables, using laser light, can provide
massive data capacity – at levels just not possible with copper networks.

A brief note on fibre engineering, which drives
fibre economics. Distance becomes much less
of a problem with fibre than copper, as the data
signals are less prone to interference and distortion. Fibre networks are more physically resilient
than copper, and have longer asset lives, as active
electronics and metallic cabling are avoided. And
operational costs with fibre are typically lower
than with copper and other technologies such as
wireless, as the asset is essentially ‘passive’ once
deployed.
But, full fibre requires major civil engineering programmes to dig, trench, fibre, and reinstate, and
capital investment costs and build-out times are
significant. And so on. Plenty then, for investors to
navigate.
With many attractive qualities, full fibre is widely
seen as the right technology to support modern
telecommunications networks for the long run.
Other technologies, however, are available.
Are fixed wireless and coax cable part of the
solution?

The key with full fibre is fibre to end-users’ premises, enabling high capacity all the way from data
hubs – the ‘cores’ of the internet – to users’ own
devices. Today’s modern fibre installations use
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There are plenty of good modern fixed wireless
systems around, that can be used to provide ‘last
drops’ to customer premises from local hub sites.
Most of these operate in the 3-5GHz radio bands,
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with point-to-point links also used as part of back
haul and trunking networks, typically in the higher
bands above 10GHz. The upside with radio is rapid deployment and attractive cost structure. The
downside is radio is radio, and as such – is always
prone to interference, drop-outs, and capacity
limitations.
We continue to take a dim view on application of
5G technology for fixed access, partly on grounds
of capacity and coverage limitations, and partly
on the quality of investment cases.
However, radio solutions should not be dismissed.
Wireless networks can be useful where fibre investment cases just don’t work.
Today’s fixed wireless access (FWA) solutions can
typically support services well above superfast
(30Mbps) levels; individual sites can offer around
0.5 Gbps capacity. With sharing across the coverage base and managed contention levels, good
quality services can be deployed with
capital costs well under £500/connection – certainly more attractive
than with full fibre in rural and sparse
areas. We’ll not get into recent developments with millimetre wave, 60GHz,
or gigabit radios here, but suffice to
say that these are not yet well proven commercially, have some range
limitations, and cost structure won’t
be hugely improved.

LFFN programmes are now being driven forwards
with Government’s £5bn ‘Outside In’ ‘F20’ BDUK programme. This has been established to enable rollout to the 20% (6m) or so premises where private
investment will need firm support2 .
With the programme still under design, initial
ITTs to access funding for regional ‘bundles’ are
expected in 2021.
Interest is expected from across the market – from
Openreach down to small altnets. Bid responses
will need to be based on detailed technical, operational and commercial plans – to enable BDUK to
assess the market and manage the process.
Access to public funding enables investors to leverage opportunities – making more areas commercially viable and significantly
extending the investment market.
Deal advantage: an effective framework
With such high stakes, there is much
for operators and investors to navigate, and this needs immediate
attention.
Public sector procurements are notoriously difficult. The scale and complexity of this programme adds to this
difficulty, but there is strong government support for the altnets to be
involved.

So wireless has its place. The smart
approach is with hybrid networks.
Wireless where essential, fibre for
the long haul.
Moving on, let’s have a look at coaxial cable technology, ‘coax’ or hybrid fibre cable (HFC). Networks
of this type typically consist of fibre trunks and
co-axial cable access lines.
Modern digital technologies such as Docsis 3.0
and 3.1 over coax are able to support gigabit line
speeds. But with any metallic cabling, copper and
active electronics in the network reduces resilience; periodic rain damage, for example, can be a
major problem.
Broadly, we don’t see much of case for future
investment in coax, except in a few specialised
cases.
Moving ahead: public and private agendas, and
the next £5bn
Enter more funding. In the UK, existing RGC and
2

There is clear opportunity then, and in fact, need,
for bidders and investors to work together, to
optimise and align the public and private funding
opportunities.
The expected schedule with procurement demands a new approach.
Our Capital Accelerator Framework (see Figure
1) supports efficient access to public funds and
private investment.
Overbuild and regulation: key risks
Overbuild refers to the situation where one or
more fibre network builders deploy in the same
geographic area – particularly where the market
is insufficient to support multiple operators. This
not only has the potential to disrupt regions with

The £5bn figure was initially tabled in 2018, with the UK Government’s Future Telecommunications Infrastructure Review (FTIR).
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excessive civil programmes, but can be a clear
competitive threat to new fibre players.
Overbuild is, without doubt, one of the major risks
for altnets and one of the biggest concerns for
investors.
Risk also exists with regulatory policy. If Ofcom
incentivises BT Openreach to build out fibre under
attractive terms, there is risk that pricing structures
will distort competition, subjecting investments to
further risk.

Getting the deal done
With complexity only going up and a clock ticking
on public funding, timing is critical.
Access to specialist purpose-built tools and
consulting is, in our view, now essential, and will

enable competitive advantage and access to
deal scalability.

Show me the value
Investments in infrastructure can be very lucrative;
with efficient build-out and cloud-based operations models.
We are seeing EBITDA levels under steady states
north of 70% – unheard of with larger, established
telcos and incumbents, and a wake-up call for
the industry.
Overall, there is significant value on the table with
well-designed infrastructure models, and, within
networks, on data hub deals – especially in the
B2B segment.

We recognise the importance of trust, relationships, and experience in working with the investment community, and have supported clients in
this sector, and telcos, around the globe, for many
years.
We believe that experience is key, and typically
structure our engagements around eye-to-eye
conversations with management, detailed analysis
on market quality, technology solutions, business
operations, investment models, and reporting to
stakeholders.

About Erkmar
Erkmar Ltd is an independent consulting firm, focused on the telecoms and digital sectors, and supports
clients globally with a range of services and tools, including commercial and technology strategy, deals
and solutions diligence, expert witness, policy and regulation advisory, procurement and bid tools, systems design and architecture, and programme governance and assurance work.
We employ a consulting model built on experience. We do not employ juniors or generalists.
Call us. Count on us. We can help. We look forward to working with you.
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